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6

Abstract7

In this research paper anovel Ultra Violet Photo Catalyst Oxidation (UVPCO) sensor for air8

and surface sanitization using Common Source (CS) amplifier is presented. The ultra violet9

photo catalysis is the process in which the highly reactive radicals like H+, OH-and peroxides10

ions are produced from air in the presence of the ultra violet radiation and photo catalyst. In11

this process, the free radicals outbreaks the bio aerosols like bacteria, fungus and volatile12

organic compounds (VOCs) and destroy them. The proposed system is relies on the fast13

operation of PCS which operates under sub-threshold conditions and reduced computation14

time. The properties of common source amplifier like very high voltage gain and input output15

resistance increased the sensitivity as well as stability of the circuit. The system is more user16

friendly and the outcomes of simulation are fairly in agreement with the theoretical estimation.17

18

Index terms— bio aerosol, Photo Catalytic Oxidation (PCO), hydroxyl, hydrogen peroxide, SPICE, surface19
sanitizer.20

Introduction ow day’s air pollution is increasing because of harmful material in earth atmosphere causing21
infections, diseases, deaths, and damage to crop. These harmful material can beman-madeornatural origin. The22
main source of these harmful material are power plant and industrialised factories. The main air pollutant which23
can have adversarial effects on humans and the ecosystem are sulphur oxide (SO X ), nitrogen oxide (NO X ),24
carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compound, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), ammonia (NH 3 ) and some25
toxic metals. These air pollutants can have adverse effect on human health like headache, fatigue, poor memory,26
respiratory irritation, pneumonia in children, lung cancer, heart disease, eye and throat irritation. Hence, there27
is a need to purify air by using advanced process called Photo Catalytic Oxidation (PCO).28

In PCO, Titanium dioxide used as a catalyst which cleans the air [1]. As air falls on this catalyst, electron29
will get energy and released at its surface. Then it will interact with water molecules in the air, as we know that30
electron having energy which breakthe water molecules into hydroxy1 radicals, hydroxide and hydrogen peroxide.31
Being reactive these hydroxy1 radicals attack organic pollutant molecules, breaking them into carbon dioxide32
and water which are harmless substance and thus help in cleaning environment. The conventional method used33
for TiO 2 PCO applications includes bulky and complex set ups and require ample time for computation. The34
complete photo catalytic oxidation process is shown in Figure 1 This process is responsible for purify air up to35
significant level, to measure that level there is a serious need of sensor which tell the percentage purification of36
air.37

Semiconductor technology is very popular and widely used for sensor development as it provides an advantage38
of low power, high speed, small size integration and their signal processing capability. More often, Computer39
aided design tools are used which provide simulation and synthesis of semiconductor N sensors [2]. Spice has built40
in models for most semiconductor devices but there is scarcity of appropriate models available for semiconductor41
sensors. This approach requires a deep knowledge of the code structure, subroutines and it is strictly linked to42
a particular version of Spice [3]. In this paper, spice macro model for UVPCO is used in Tanner tool version 1543
for 70nm technology. This tool contains a large set of MOSFET models which operate in sub threshold region.44
The simplest PCS is O 2 sensitive where the sensitive surface is made up of insulator layer like Titanium Oxide45
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2 III. PCS MACRO MODEL

(TiO 2 ) exposed to an electrolyte solution. A p-type semiconductor and TiO 2 insulator are placed into aqueous46
electrolyte solution where the response of PCS to O 2 can be explained in terms of photo catalysis. In the47
submicron level the thickness of gate oxide is very small in dimension. As the dimension of gate oxide decreases48
this results in tunneling of charge carriers which significantly increases the leakage current of MOSFETS and49
results in the decrease of device reliability.50

One way to continue scaling is possible by using materials having much higher permittivity than silicon51
dioxide.E g ? 20 ? 3 2+? ? 2 (1)52

Where E g is band gap ? permittivity of the dielectric.53
The relationship is given in eq. 1 between the band gap and the permittivity. The inverse relation of54

permittivity of dielectric shows that the band gap decreases with increase in the value of permittivity. The55
band gap of titanium oxide is above 3.5eV which restrict tunneling. The capacitance in accumulation is generally56
found to depend on gate bias. But as compared to Capacitance Voltage (CV) curve of SiO 2 capacitor, this effect57
is less pronounced in TiO 2 capacitorsensor [7][8].58

The magnitude of the interface state density for TiO 2 capacitor is given in equation (2).D IT = ? ?? ?? ??59
? ?? ?? [ð�??”ð�??” ?? (?? ?? )] ?1 (2)60

Where f D is a peak conductance frequency given asf D (?? ?? )= 1 2?? ?? ?2???? ?? ? ?? ? ?? 2 2?? ?? 261
+? ?? ?? ??? ln?1 + ?? ?? 2 ?? 2?? ? ????(3)62

The width of accumulation layer is determined by the wave function of the Eigen states. The solution of the63
Schrodinger equation at the interface leads to Airy function which produces an average position for accumulation64
of carriers in the ith energy state which is given in eq. 4???? ? ? ? 2 8?? 2 ?? * ? 1 3 ? 3?? 2 ???? ?? ??? + 365
4 ?? 2 3 (4)66

assumptions the accumulation layer thickness (x) should be of the order of 40 Å [9][10][11]. Thus the effect67
is small for SiO 2 layers with thickness much greater than 15 Å, while the effect is quite noticeable in much68
thicker TiO 2 films. Taking this effect into account a series capacitance is added to C ox which is called quantum69
capacitance C q .1 ?? ?? = 1 ?? ???? + 1 ?? ?? = ?? ?????? 2 ???? ?????? 2 ?? ?? + ???? ???? ???? ?? ?? (5)70

The main reason of employing a CMOS Based common source PCS circuitry, is the fact that the fluctuation of71
ions influences the threshold voltage, which is internal parameter of the PCS and can manifest itself as a voltage72
signal at output but as a function of the trans conductance .The trans conductance is a passive parameter and73
in order to derive voltage or current signal from its fluctuations the sensor has to be attached to conditioning74
and transmitting circuit.75

1 II. Common Source Amplifier76

In the case of CS amplifier, source of the input transistor is connected toground. The source is the reference77
point for both the input signal and for the output voltage.Gate of the input transistor is the input node; its drain78
is output node as shown in Figure 2.There is a resistance R between the output node and the positive supply79
VDD.The resistance can be realized as resistor or as transistor acting as current source. The small signal model80
of common source amplifier is shown in Figure ??. Where q is the electron charge, F s is the electric field at81
the surface, E i is the ith energy level, m* is the effective mass and h is Plank’s constant. For reasonable Global82
Journal of Researches in Engineering ( ) Volume XVI Issue VI Version I Fig. ?? : Small signal model of common83
source amplifier?? ???? = ? ?2?? ?? ?? ?? 1 ?? ?? 1 + 1 ?? ?? 2 ??? ?????? (6) ?? ?????? = ?? ??1 ||?? 02(7)84

The small signal model of common source amplifier have high voltage gain, and input output resistance which85
increased the sensitivity of the circuit.86

2 III. pcs Macro Model87

The PCS is just like a MOSFET the only difference in their construction is that the gate terminal is connected88
with chip in the form of reference electrode placed in an aqueous solution. The current -voltage (CV) relationship89
in non-saturated mode for PCS is same as that of MOSFET as given below in eq. 8.I d =C ox µ W L ??V gs ?90
V t ?V ds ? 1 2 V ds 2 ? (8)91

Where C ox is the oxide capacity per unit area, µ is the electron mobility in the channel, W and L the width92
and the length of the channel, respectively. In the above relation I d is made sole function of V gs only if all93
other parameters like ? = µ C ox W/L, V ds, V t are taken constant. The relationship of threshold voltage with94
other parameters is given below in eq. 9.V t = ? M ?? si q - Q ox +Q ss +Q B C ox +2? f(9)95

Where ? M : work function of gate metal. The above mentioned two parameters along with eq. 9 constitute96
the resultant threshold eqn. of the PCS shown below in eq. 10. (10) According to the characteristics of the97
MOSFET gate to source voltage, Vgs known as reference voltage drain current is allowed to vary with drain to98
source voltage keeping reference voltage constant. Comparing PCS with MOSFET keeping the concentration of99
O 2 = 1 mg/l it is found that the curve resembles with the characteristic Vds /Ids curve of MOSFET keeping100
Vgs constant as shown in Fig. ??. Now keeping the reference voltage Vgs=0 it is observed that for different101
concentration levels of O 2 , different Vds/Ids curves are obtained as shown in Fig. ??. From the above it102
is observed that as the oxygen concentration level decreases saturation cut off current I ds increases hence it103
is concluded that PCS can be treated as MOSFET on the basis that the chemical input parameter ? sol is a104
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functionof O 2 (? sol = f (Oxygen)). V th (PCS) = E Ref -? sol + ? sol + ?? s q - Q ox +Q ss +Q B C ox +105
2? f106

3 Device description and Analysis107

The PCS generates potential proportional to activity of detected oxygen ion. Potential in PCS is measured108
against the reference electrode. The common source configuration has been used to measure the change in109
the concentration of dissolved oxygen through a corresponding shift in the device threshold voltage. The sensing110
readout circuit detect the ion concentration of the solution with the feature of CVCC operation mode and floating111
reference electrode which made the design simple and robust. In this configuration, two constant voltage sources112
0.7V and 0.2V are fed to the two positive terminals of the amplifiers causes the drain terminal and the source113
terminal of the PCS to keep a constant drain source voltage difference of 0.5V.To maintain and operate the PCS114
in the linear region, the gate to source voltage variation of PCS threshold voltage should be directly proportional115
to the variations of the dissolved oxygen values. Potential difference between the gate sensing membrane and the116
reference electrode is determine by the ion concentration of the solution. The readout circuit is to be implemented117
by integrated circuit. The measured signal is the output from amplifier Fourier analysis is a method of analysing118
complex periodic waveforms. It permits any nonsinusoidal period function to be resolved into sine or cosine119
waves and a DC component. This permits further analysis and allows you to determine the effect of combining120
the waveform with other signals. Each frequency component of the response is produced by the corresponding121
harmonic of the periodic waveform.122

Each term is considered a separate source. According to the principle of superposition, the total response123
is the sum of the responses produced by each term. It is observed that, amplitude of the harmonics decreases124
progressively as the order of the harmonics increases. This indicates that comparatively few terms yield a good125
approximation. Fourier analysis of the device is shown in Figure 7. Variables that could be described by a126
triangular distribution include past information about signal per unit of time. In Monte Carlo simulation, it’s127
easy to see which inputs had the biggest effect on bottom-line results.128

Fig. ??: Monte Carlo analysis of the device c) Temperature Sweep Using Temperature Sweep Analysis, one129
can quickly verify the operation of circuit by simulating it at different temperatures. The effect is the same as130
simulating the circuit several times, once for each temperature. Figure 9 shows the variation of output with131
temperature for a given device. It is found that as the temperature increases, the output of the device decreases.132
AC Analysis is used to calculate the frequency response of linear circuits. In AC Analysis, the DC operating133
point is first calculated to obtain linear, smallsignal models for all nonlinear components. Then a complex matrix134
(containing both real and imaginary component parts) is created. To construct a matrix, DC sources are given135
zero values. AC sources, capacitors, and inductors are represented by their AC models. Nonlinear components136
are represented by linear AC small-signal models, derived from the DC operating point solution. All input sources137
are considered to be sinusoidal. The frequency of the sources is ignored. If the function generator is set to a138
square or triangular waveform, it will automatically switch internally to a sinusoidal waveform for analysis. AC139
Analysis then calculates the AC circuit response as a function of frequency. AC analysis of the given device is140
shown in Fig. 10. The Regression statistics including multiple R, R square Adjusted R square and Standard141
error obtained during experiment is shown in Table ??.142

4 Table 1: Regression Statistics143

5 e) Normal Probability Plot144

The normal probability plot is a special case ofthe probability plot. The points on this plot form anearly linear145
pattern, which indicates that the normaldistribution is a good model for this data set. The normalProbability146
plot for the device is plotted and shownin Figure 6.147

6 Normal Probability Plot148

On plotting a linear trend line between Î?”C and Î?”O 2 the coefficient of determination R 2 is found to be149
99.57% with standard error of 0.081 shown in Figure 7. The coefficient of determination R 2 is useful because it150
gives the proportion of the variance (fluctuation) of one variable that is predictable from the other variable. It151
is a measure that allows us to determine how certain one can be in making predictions from a certain model.152

7 F153

The coefficient of determination is a measure of how well the regression line represents the data. If the regression154
line passes exactly through every point on the scatter plot, it would be easy to explain all the variations.155

8 f) Residual plot156

A residual plot between output and input shows that for a regression model to be good fit when residuesare157
random. There should be no recognizable pattern. Good regression models give uncorrelated residuals.158

The residual Plot for the device is plotted and shown in given Figure ??.159
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9 Residual plot for Oxygen Concentration160

Waveform between I ds and V ds at O 2 =1mg/l Ultraviolet Photo Catalytic Oxidation (UVPCO) Sensor for Air161
and Surface Sanitizers Using CS amplifier The simulation results have been compared both with experimental162
data and with the previously validated physicochemical model results. The relationship between drain current163
(I d ) and gate to source voltage (V ds ) is shown in Fig. 9. in which at fixed value of O 2 =1mg/l the Value of164
I d varies directly with V ds . also, the relationship of I d with V gs is shown in the Fig. 10 which shows that165
PCS exhibits linear characteristic in the range of V gs = 2.5V to 5.0V this is an improvement over FIA. Fig. 10.166
is a family of curves for O 2 concentration from 1mg/l to 5mg/l. The curves are drawn between I ds and V gs167
of PCS for V ds =0.5V it can be seen that the proposed PCS is extremity linear for concentration more than168
1mg/l extending towards 5mg/l of O 2 . This is an obvious advantage of this PCS model over the other models169
discussed in the introduction. The linear variation of I ds facilitates high accuracy measurements of quality of170
air. In addition the calibration of the instrument is also easier due to this linear behavior.171

10 VI. Conclusion172

In this paper a simple and powerful approach to develop simulated computer models of bio-electronic sensors such173
as UVPCS using CMOS common source is shown. This approach relies on the Spice model .The developed macro174
model can be easily extended for simulating non-ideal behaviors and temperature dependence of the available175
sensors. This study may be extended and more improvement in terms of power and size can be achieved at layout176
level and thus more effective results may be obtained.177
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Figure 3:
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Figure 4: Fig. 5 :Fig. 4 :
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Figure 5: Fig. 6 :
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Figure 6: UltravioletFig. 7 :
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Figure 7: UltravioletFig. 9 :
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Figure 8: Fig. 10 :F©
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Figure 9: Fig. 11 :
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Figure 10: FigF

Figure 11:
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Figure 12:

2

Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.983
R Square 0.966
Adjusted R Square 0.960
Standard Error 0.026
Observations 8.000
Oxygen Maximum Current
Concentration decrease
0 0
0.5 0.08
1 0.16
1.5 0.21
2 0.216
2.5 0.32
3 0.35
3.5 0.37

Figure 13: Table 2 :
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.1 Appendix

.1 Appendix180

The SPICE model of a PCS includes a variety of parasitic circuit elements and some process related parameters181
in addition to the elements previously discussed in this paper. The syntax of a PCS includes several parameters,182
which can be specified to enhance the accuracy of the model. The commonly used parameter list is given below.183
The spice code used during the simulation process is also given below to specify the process and technology184
related parameters of the PCS.The SPICE parameters in this work have been set for the specific example. If185
some another sensitive layer of material is considered for PCS, then some electrochemical parameters have to186
be changed i.e., the dissociation constant, surface site densities and some other parameters values have to be187
adjusted.188
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